Determination of contrast-detail curves in mammography image quality assessment by a parametric model observer.
A novel approach is proposed for the determination of contrast-detail curves in mammography image quality assessment. The approach is compared with current practice using virtual mammography. A binary parametric model observer is applied to images of the CDMAM phantom. The observer accounts for the simple disc shaped objects in the phantom and is applied separately to each cell of the phantom. For each of these applications, the area under the ROC curve (AUC) of the model observer is determined. The different AUCs, calculated from different applications of the parametric model observer, are then combined to a single contrast-detail curve quantifying the ability of the observer to detect details in the images. Virtual mammography is developed as a tool to simulate X-ray images of single CDMAM cells and to quantitatively assess the approach in comparison with current practice. It is shown that the proposed approach can lead to similar contrast-detail curves as current practice. The precision of the estimated contrast-detail curves is increased, i.e. using 5 images yields about the same precision for the proposed approach as 16 images when applying current practice. We conclude that contrast-detail curves in mammography image quality assessment can also be determined through the AUC of a binary parametric model observer. Since the proposed approach has higher precision than current practice, it is a promising candidate for contrast-detail analysis in mammography image quality assessment.